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Lexis Advance™ is intuitive and easy to use.  This document highlights 10 key features 
that you will want to know about to make your Lexis Advance experience even better!  
 

Feature How it Benefits You 

1. Red Search Box 
A “Google-like” search allows you to obtain the right results faster and easier without selecting a 
specific source. 

2. Browse or Search 
for Source 

Click on Browse Sources above the red search box to access source selection modes.  Search for 
sources using the alphabetical listing or simply type the name of the specific source in the search 
sources box.  Once you find the source, you have the option to view source details, add the 
source to your search or mark the source as a favorite.  In addition, users can now directly access 
the Table of Contents (TOC) for specific sources from the source results panel.  

3. Previously Viewed 
Icon 

The previously viewed icon allows you to easily keep track of the documents you have 
already accessed.  The icon will indicate if the document has been accessed within the past 30 
days. 

4. Browse Topics 

Click on Browse Topics just above the red search box.  Select a topic from the list of all topics or 
enter a topic name in the Search for topics box. Use the arrows to expand topics or click on a 
topic and you will be presented with the option to 1) Get topic documents; 2) Add this topic to 
the search; 3) Favorite this topic; 4) Set up an alert for topic.     

5. Legal Issue Trail  

The Legal Issue Trail is a patented tool on Lexis Advance that allows you to efficiently analyze how 
an issue has evolved over time by quickly finding all the connections on a specific point of law.  
Once you do a search and find cases of interest to the point of law relevant to your search, click 
the activate passages button.  This will return additional cases that cite to your case for the legal 
issue in the passage and supporting cases to your case that support the selected passage.   

6. Expanded Topic 
Summaries 

Our Topic Summaries have increased from 525 to over 4,000 reports.  Topic Summaries provide 
information about a legal topic that is addressed in a case you are viewing. If legal topic 
summaries related to the case are available, you'll see Topic Summaries in the About this 
Document box at the top right of the page. Since a case may address multiple legal topics, you'll 

see a View Reports icon in each LexisNexis
®
 Headnote for which there is a topic summary.  

7. Shepard’s + 
Shepard’s Graphical 

Shepard’s – validate whether cases and statutes are still good law.   
Shepard’s Graphical – just click on the Citing Decisions tab to see the history of the citing decisions 
in an easy visual grid or map format. 

8. Saving text to a 
Work Folder and 
options for Selected 
Text 

Use work folders to store and re-use results.  When you highlight any text in Lexis Advance, a 
green box and plus sign(+) appears.   This allows you to save that highlighted text to a work folder, 
run another search using the selected text or copy that text to import into your brief. 

9. Snapshot View 

The Snapshot tab provides an at-a-glance view of your results for all the content types you 
selected to search in. The first 4 content types you selected display as open pods at the top, with 
the first 3 document names listed and a  portion of the first line of text of the document 
(depending on the content type).  

10. Transparent Pricing 

Search all available content with no search or connect fees.  Charges are incurred when you 
access a document (opening, delivering or placing a document in a folder counts as “access”).  In 
addition, the results list clearly shows which documents is a part of your subscription and which 
ones can be purchased separately. 
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